Abstract: Learning Content Management System (LCMS) supports e-learning applications with storage and efficient access for e-Learning Objects (LOs). In order to foster LCMS adoption by the e-learning community, an important issue is to bring course modelling to the realm of the LCMS. In this paper, we describe the Repository of Objects with Semantic Access (ROSA) project. ROSA is a LCMS that provides users with a conceptual map view of courses. We present ROSA data model designed as an extension to RDF data model with ordered collections, relationship properties and cardinality constraints. An algebra is proposed with operations supporting queries over LO metadata and navigation through conceptual maps. Relationship properties are implicitly considered during navigation. User queries can be expressed through a high-level query language, directed by a browsing interface or based on keyword search over LO attribute values. Additionally, a thesaurus is used during query processing extending the domain vocabulary with synonyms, generic/specific and Associated Terms (ATs). Furthermore, ROSA supports the contextualisation of conceptual maps through an extension based on Topic Maps (TM). Finally, the system provides users with a computable semantic layer representation of conceptual maps, which includes course modelling and course material management, leveraging current LCMS.
Learning Object (LO). A LO is a collection of reusable material used to support learning, that is, an entity that can be digital or not and can be used for learning, education or training (Friesen, 2001) . A LO is identified by a set of metadata descriptors established by an international metadata standard, such as Learning Object Metadata (LOM) (LTSC, 2002) and IMS (2005) . The data elements that constitute a metadata instance of a LO are organised into a hierarchy, providing information about: its general characteristics, life cycle, meta-metadata, technical requirements, educational characteristics, intellectual property, relationships between other LOs, annotations and LO classification system.
In a LCMS, the process of designing e-learning courses may be supported by query processing techniques that explore metadata and semantic relationships to aid in LOs search. This is especially useful in an academic community willing to publish and to share their courses materials. In this context, Repository of Objects with Semantic Access (ROSA) has been conceived to support the design phase of e-learning courses, where tutors want to share and search for course material.
In ROSA, users model courses using a conceptual map (Dürsteler, 2004 ) view composed of LO and their associations. LOs represent real world entities such as Program, Course and Topic, as well as physical digital content, such as presentations, documents, etc. LOs are interrelated by associations, which are well-defined predicates according to a relationship ontology. Associations give a context to LOs that aid users during their search. In addition, they represent the structure of a course informing about prerequisites and didactic approach to a LO presentation. Furthermore, a relationship ontology classifies relationship terms as: reflexive, symmetric and transitive properties. When used in a conceptual map, an association is labelled by a term conforming to a certain relationship ontology. The latter gives the former its implicit navigational behaviour.
By contextualising LOs, ROSA helps users during LOs search. In a typical scenario, an instructor could search for registered material relevant to his/her subject of interest and a student might access the system to get information on a subject based on its specific characteristics. In this context, queries such as: 'which topics are relevant to database learning?'; 'which course material does an OO Database topic comprehend?'; 'which subjects are basis for teaching Query Optimisation?' or even 'which courses are prerequisite for a database course?' are supported by ROSA LCMS.
In order to extend conceptual maps to different vocabularies, the terms used for naming LOs and associations are qualified in a domain thesaurus, where synonyms, specific/generic and Associated Terms (ATs) are defined. The ability to express queries over ROSA conceptual maps with thesaurus support leads to simple and powerful search engine, adequate for supporting large communities of tutors.
In order to provide a formal basis for the development of ROSA LCMS, we specified the ROSA data model, whose main structure is built around the LO class hierarchy. In addition, it includes a powerful algebra that makes it possible to query on LOs metadata, as well as on the semantic associations between LOs.
Finally, within a large community of users, there is a need for differentiating views within a single conceptual map to accommodate particular course objectives. We use Topic Maps (TM) (Garshol and Moore, 2003) to give a context to LOs and their associations.
Main contributions
The main contributions of the ROSA project are summarised as follows:
• Offer users a computable representation of a conceptual map view of courses.
• Specify a data model tailored to represent and evaluate queries over a conceptual map.
• Offer query capabilities through ROSAQL query language and a browsing and keyword searching interfaces.
• Allow users to model conceptual maps using relationships defined in an ontology. Relationship can be qualified by semantic properties such as reflexive, symmetric and transitive, providing implicit semantic processing of relationships during query evaluation. In addition, cardinality constraints restrict the number of LOs taking part in a relationship.
• Allow users to query data and relationships indistinctly, as both are expressed as part of the instance database, which offers a great advantage when compared to OO models.
• Integrate a thesaurus into the semantic query processing strategy in order to extend the semantic capabilities.
• Simplify, with respect to RDF, the representation of attribute values, by using a traditional database attribute representation approach, which both simplify query formulation and predicate definition. Additionally, this model extends the RDF tuple concept considering n-ary cardinality embedded into relationship collections.
• Model collections of objects associated through predicates, giving associated objects an uniform treatment.
• Implement a query engine using a Query Execution Engine Framework (QEEF) to support operations over LOs and their associations, using XML internal representation.
• Define a tuple data structure for an XML internal LO representation.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents the conceptual map principles and illustrates it with a map to be used as use case for the remaining of this paper. Next, in Section 3, a comprehensive description of ROSA data model is given. We present its structure and algebra, with query examples formulated over the conceptual map use case. Section 4 describes querying mechanisms adopted in ROSA. The ROSAQL query language is introduced, and the browsing and search mechanisms illustrated. Section 5 gives an overview of the system implementation. In Section 6 the approach for introducing contextualisation of conceptual maps using TM is presented and in Section 7 relevant related works are commented. Finally, Section 8 concludes this paper, briefly discusses new initiatives developed in the context of ROSA and points to future work.
Conceptual map
This section introduces the representation of courses using conceptual maps. They are used as artefacts to organise and represent knowledge in a simple and practical way (Dürsteler, 2004) . They are graphically composed of circles (representing concepts) and arcs relating these concepts, according to a specific semantic. A conceptual map is represented by a directed-labelled graph, where nodes represent LOs identified by their names and directed-labelled edges represent relationships or semantic predicates, like predicates in RDF. Hence, this mechanism provides the e-learning designer with a simple mechanism to graphically model and visualise relationships among LOs of his e-learning application. Figure 1 presents a partial LO conceptual map of the Master Program in Computing Systems design at IME and the corresponding schema describing and classifying LOs and their relationships. The classes Program, Course and Topic, which correspond to domain specific types of LO, represent the schema. In fact, they model the main composition structure of courses in most school programs in Brazil, where a Program is composed of Courses, a course is composed of Topics which themselves may cover other Topics. In this map, some LOs are associated to their classes in the schema through a dashed line. Relationships among LOs can express, for example, how courses of a specific program can be related to the topics they cover, or when it should be taught, whether before or after a certain topic or course according to the corresponding semantic of predicates, such as is_prerequisite_of, is basis_ for or depends_ on.
In order to give a general idea of the semantic meaning expressed by the LO conceptual map of Figure 1 , the following assertions can be made:
• IME Computing Systems program comprehends some courses, such as Data Structure and Databases, where the first is prerequisite of the latter
• database course covers some topics such as Storage Techniques, Query Languages, Query Optimisation and Concurrency Control; however, Storage Techniques should be taught before Query Optimisation, since the first is basis_ for the latter
• query languages cover Relational Algebra and Calculus topics and these fundament the SQL learning
• Relational Calculus covers one of the query languages (exclusive OR): QUEL or QBE.
Relationships
Relationships in a conceptual map are also referred to as predicates. They can be classified according to their semantic as aggregation type or domain specific. They place LOs into context by meaningfully associating them with other LOs. Users may choose terms to represent predicates that best represent their semantic in a domain.
The computability of such terms is obtained by classifying them according to known types for which equivalence properties (reflexive, symmetric and transitive) have been defined. In the context of e-learning, aggregation type relationships are specially relevant because they express the set of LOs to be visited when covering a certain subject (LO). Thus, predicates of type aggregation appear very frequently in conceptual maps. They present a transitive characteristic that is implicitly explored during query evaluation by the query engine.
Predicates may also be defined in a thesaurus that extends the conceptual map with ATs, synonyms, specific/generic terms, etc.
To better illustrate the use of predicates, consider those appearing in the conceptual map of Figure 1: • Aggregation type predicatescomprehends and its synonyms: has, covers, contains, includes, etc.Domain specific type predicates b) is_prerequisite_of or is preceded_by c) fundaments and its synonyms: is basis for, is condition for, etc.
ROSA data model
In this section, the ROSA data model is presented. It comprehends a structural part and a behaviour one. The former is characterised by two basic structures: LOs and relationships associating them. The LO structure is composed of a set of metadata attributes in the Education domain and of a Navigational Search Context (NSC). NSC is a runtime attribute updated during the conceptual map navigation that links a source to a target LO through all the predicates traversed during the navigation. The set of LOs metadata have been extended from the IEEE-LOM standard (LTSC, 2002) and it contains information such as identifier, title, language, contributors, version, etc. Initially, the structural aspect of the model is specified, followed by a query algebra defining a set of valid operations. The LO class is defined by LO metadata attributes according to the LOM metadata standard. Individual LOs are uniquely identified by a resource identification attribute.
Structure
LO class is further specialised into Logical LO and Physical LO, where the former represents concepts and the latter represents documents that take part in an e-learning repository. Logical LOs are classified according to different levels of aggregations in the domain, such as: Topic, Course and Program, as shown in Figure 1 . Physical LO corresponds to files and their metadata. An instance of Physical LO is considered atomic, which means that it cannot be composed by other LOs, whereas Logical LOs may contain a collection of other LOs associated by aggregation and semantic relationships.
The Relationship class contains all verbs (predicates) employed in a conceptual map domain. Its instances are classified according to a relationship type. As mentioned in Section 2.2, relationship types are classified according to their navigational semantics as: reflexive, symmetric and transitive. The system explores implicitly such properties when evaluating a query over relationships, since navigational operators take into account the relationship type to infer further navigational paths. As an example, a query looking for LOs comprehended by the Computing System LO, would include in its result set the Relational Algebra LO after implicit navigation (by transitivity) over a list of relationships of aggregation type.
Collection is a class that represents physical collections of objects. A collection may impose a certain order to be followed during a visit to contained LOs. Thus, the model specialises the collection class into: set, bag, list or hierarchy. Set and list represent the corresponding mathematical concepts, whereas bags may contain duplicates in the collection. Hierarchy corresponds to LOs whose contents follow a tree structure. The set and bag classes include attributes to identify maximum and minimum cardinalities. Those attributes introduce constraints regarding the maximum and minimum number of elements that may be extracted from the respective collection. In Figure 1 , for instance, the exclusive or aggregation relationship between Relational Calculus and QUEL and QBE can be modelled by a set collection with maximum cardinality 1 and minimum cardinality 1, meaning that at least one and at maximum one of the LOs in the set should be exhibited when presenting Relational Calculus. The representation of sets and bags with unlimited access to its elements is represented by maximum cardinality = unbounded.
Associations among LOs, whose cardinality is typically one to many, are modelled as Relationship Collections, inheriting both from Relationship and Collection classes. These associations conceptually define triples t (subject, property, object) , extended to n-ary relationships, where subject and objects are of type LO and property is a relationship. The schema specifies valid associations through triples T(class, relationship type, class). Thus, valid instances of t are in accordance to T.
User queries may join LOs from different database collections (or database repository), according to a certain boolean predicate. The inner collection class models the similar concept of tuple into the relational model. It represents the combination of LOs resulting from a join operation. In order to illustrate this situation, consider the following query example: 'retrieve LOs stored at IME and at EPFL repositories, whose author is Fabio Porto'. Initially two empty inner collections are created to store LOs retrieved from IME and EPFL repositories respectively. For pairs of LOs in these inner collections that conform to the join predicate, a resulting inner collection is created, containing pairs with both LOs.
It is important to observe that ROSA data model presents some important distinctions with respect to the RDF (1999) data model, even though keeping similar basic structures, such as the one represented as relationships in ROSA and statements in RDF. The main distinctions between the two models are discussed in the following. Firstly, LOM metadata attributes are specified as properties of the LO class, rather than statements about the LO resource. Hence, attribute values are not identifiable and are not considered first class objects, as in the case of literals in RDF (Francincar et al., 2002) . Aggregation and semantic relationships are modelled as collections of LOs. This is more general than in RDF, since the latter requires a bag resource and a specific list of predicates to model collections, leading to a complex representation and query evaluation. Moreover, relationship cardinalities in ROSA may restrict the participation of members in collections, which is not available in the RDF statement semantic. When representing, for example, the predicate covers of Figure 3 (a), which associates Query Language to Relational Algebra and Calculus in RDF, it is not possible to ensure that all the collection members would be visited when reaching the Query Language LO. On the other hand, the proposed model considers the collection members as a whole unit, as shown in Figure 3 (b), assuring that all its elements are effectively visited. In addition, ROSA data model represents relationships as part of their instance data. So, users may query over associations and data indistinctly. This differentiates ROSA from OO data model, where relationships are part of the database schema and cannot be queried.
Finally, ROSA data model is agnostic with respect to inheritance. This has been dealt with in an extension of the model (Handrick, 2005) , in which logical programming is used to express conceptual maps and rules implement inheritance and relationship properties.
ROSA algebra
The ROSA algebra was conceived to support query processing on ROSA data model with emphasis on the processing of LO metadata and relationships. The algebra and its operations are discussed in Section 3.2.1.
Algebra operations
One of the nice properties of an algebra is compositionality, meaning that complex expressions can be produced by composing basic operations. As in ROSA it is possible to produce either sets of LOs or Relationships as the result of an operation, a more general class was added to the data model (see Figure 2 ), named ComplexResource, covering both classes. In this context, operations in ROSA receive as input data of type collections of collections of complex resources. The model distinguishes two types of collections: external (Relationship Collections) and internal. The former was presented in Section 3.1. It conforms to the more general collection class, giving a structure to complex resources. The inner collection is an internal data structure, corresponding to the tuple concept of the Relational model. Thus, an external collection contains one or more internal collections, whereas an internal collection contains one or more complex resources.
More formally, an external collection C is defined as a pair (C, f), where
Resource and f is a composition function that specifies a composition rule for cr in tuples t.
Another particularity regarding the ROSA algebra is in respect of the NSC non-persistent attribute of LOs (see Figure 2 ). This attribute is only updated during the execution of a navigation operation. For LOs appearing in an answer set and produced by a navigation operation, the corresponding NSC attribute is updated to store the navigation history used to obtain it. The information is stored as a set of lists of pairs (LO i , relationship j ). A more detailed discussion is presented in Subsection 3.2.2.
Finally, the algebra uses some predefined functions. The getPredicateList(role) function, applied to a LO i , returns a collection of relationship objects that associate LO i to other LOs. The role parameter ranges over values in {source, target}, corresponding to the role of LO i in the relationships. The function getid() returns the identification of a LO. In ROSA, two LOs are considered equal if they return the same value after applying the function getid() to them.
In the following, the set of ROSA algebra operations is described, where C I and C R stand for the input and the resulting collection, respectively.
Basic operations
The basic operations are ROSA versions of the primitive Relational algebra operations: Projection, Selection and Join. The semantics of each of these operations is described next. The operator σ selects from C I those inner collections whose components LOs agree on the expression in v. As an inner collection corresponds to a tuple in the Relational model, all LOs taking part in an inner collection must agree on the predicate, otherwise the tuple (inner collection) is eliminated.
The v predicate expression may also be applied to queries aiming at obtaining relationships as their results. In this scenario, a predicate may be expressed on the result of the getPredicateList() function, defining a subset of the relationships in the input collection.
Some examples of queries expressing restrictions on complex resources: c) Which LOs are registered as Topics?
σ ( (aggregationlevel= 'Topic') and (role= 'author') and (centity= 'Fábio Porto') ) (C) e) Obtain the Subject titles with very high interactivity levels.
π (title) ( σ ( (aggregationlevel= 'Subject') and (interactivitylevel= 'very high')) (C)) f) Obtain the Subjects that fundament other LOs.
where C 1 and C 2 are two input collections. The value of u defines a join predicate expression based on the comparison of LOM metadata attribute values. The semantics of the join operation is as follows. A resulting collection is produced having in each inner collection the LOs from the two input collections that agreed on the predicate expression u. Note that the join operation adopts the same universal quantifier type of validation regarding the inner collection content comparison. In other words, for two inner collections t 1 of C 1 and t 2 of C 2 to join, all the LO 1i in t 1 , for i = 1, …, n, must match with all LO 2j in t 2 , for j = 1, …, m, according to u. The following query exemplifies the join operation. g) Obtain the Topics and Subjects presenting the same level of difficulty.
The join operation is depicted in Figure 4 . Note that the new inner collections in C R are composed of pairs of matching LOs from both C 1 and C 2 input collections, according to q. 
Set theory operations
The set theory operations are similar to their mathematical counterparts, with sets being considered as collections of inner collections of LOs. Two inner collections t 1 and t 2 are said to be equal when each LO in t 1 has an equal correspondent in t 2 . The equality of LOs is defined based on their identifications obtained as a result of applying the getId() function.
A brief description of each operation is presented next, followed by an example of a union query:
(C 1 ∪ C 2 ) = C R , where C R contains the distinct inner collections of C 1 and/or C 2 (C 1 ∩ C 2 ) = C R , where C R contains the distinct inner collections presented in C 1 and C 2 (C 1 − C 2 ) = C R , where C R contains the distinct inner collections presented in C 1 and absent in C 2 .
h) Obtain the Topics from collections C 1 and C 2 .
Note that query h may seem similar to selection followed by a join in the aggregation level. This is not actually the case as the inner collection in each case would present a different structure.
Navigation operations
One important aspect of the ROSA model is the contextualisation of LOs through their associations. This section presents the operations used to explore conceptual maps through LOs relationship navigation. Initially, the NSC navigation history attribute to LOs is discussed in detail. Next the navigation operation is presented, followed by a discussion on the rich set of path expressions supported by the algebra. Finally, a particular type of navigation, executed through transitive type of relationships, the transitive closure operation, is presented. The NSC attribute: as introduced in Section 3.2.1, the NSC stores the navigation history of a retrieved LO and is updated by navigational operators. The general content structure of a NSC attribute is NSC:= {navigation-path 1 , navigation-path 2 , …, navigation-path n }. A navigation-path i is a list of pairs (id a , r i ), where id a is a LO identifier and r i is a relationship identifier. It corresponds to a path followed during execution to retrieve a LO. As we adopt a set semantics for operation evaluations, multiple paths leading to the same LO produces only one instance of the LO in the result and the different followed paths are registered in the NSC as navigation-paths.
NSC is a non-persistent attribute and as such, is not stored in ROSA repository. The NSC attribute value of a LO that is obtained from disk and has not been produced by a navigation operation is null (represented by the symbol ε). Figure 5 shows an extract of a conceptual map. Supposing that LO 3 is to be retrieved, three different values for its NSC may appear as a function of the retrieving query. Considering retrieval without navigation, the NSC attribute value would be NSC = {ε}. If it is retrieved by navigating from LO 2 , then the NSC value would be NSC = {<LO 2~p re_requisite>}. Finally, for a query expressing a path from LO 1 , the corresponding NSC attribute value would be NSC = {<LO 1~f undaments~LO 2~p re_requisite>}. The semantics of the λ operator is to navigate from LOs in inner collections of C I according to the path expression defined in p. Intermediary LOs (i.e. those traversed during navigation) are discarded and only those at the extreme end of the path are retained in the resulting collection. Each resulting LO is stored in an inner collection structure. In the absence of the navigation direction parameter i, a direction from source to object is considered (λ = λ o ). Moreover, in the absence of the path expression parameter p, no navigation is performed and C R = C I .
The navigation operation updates the NSC values of LOs in the resulting collection C R . Considering the navigation from LO 1 in C I to LO 3 in C R , suppose that LO 1 has also been obtained through previous navigation operation and has NSC: ={<id a~ri >}. In addition, consider that the navigation expression being evaluated traverses the relationship r j . In this example, the NSC value for LO 3 would be NSC := {<id a~ri~L O 1~ r j >}. Thus the resulting NSC value is obtained by concatenating current traversed path with the NSC value of source LO in C I .
The operator λ is exemplified in the queries below: i) Which are the LOs associated to the subject Database, considering the navigation from source to target?
λ (*) (λ ( (aggregationlevel = 'Subject') and (title = 'database')) (C)) ('*' represents any path) j) Which are the LOs that have the subject Data Structure as prerequisite?
λ (pre_requisite) (λ ( (aggregationlevel= 'Subject') and (title= 'Data structure') ) (C)) k) Suppose the same query is submitted, but using a reverse navigation direction, such as: Which are the prerequisites of subject Database? Complex path expressions: the previous navigation queries presented only simple path expressions composed of a single relationship. In ROSA algebra, more complex path expressions can be defined through the use of logical and navigation operators, such as: '∧', '∨', '.', '*'. In these expressions, precedence is specified through the use of parenthesis.
In order to simplify the presentation, a hypothetical conceptual map is considered. The input collection C I is composed of a single inner collection, having a single learning object LO i . In addition, relationships are declared, considering the relationship set R = {P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 }. In the following, possible expressions are presented through examples: ( ) ( ).
The examples presented so far give a glance on the possible expressions that may be defined combining the navigation operators in p. Other examples of possible formulations are:
. . )). ) ( ); ( ); ( ); ( ) P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P
Next, some queries expressing complex path navigations are presented: m) Which are the LOs that have Database as subject and that both fundaments and is prerequisite?
λ (fundaments ∧ pre_requisite) (σ ( (aggregationlevel = 'Subject') and (title = 'Database') ) (C)) n) Which are the LOs that have as prerequisite those that have the Object-Oriented topic as their basis?
λ (is_basis_for.pre_requisite) (σ ( (aggregationlevel= 'Topic') and (title = 'Object-Oriented') ) (C)) o) Obtain LOs that are either covered or have as prerequisite the Subject Database.
π (title) (λ (cover ∨ pre_requisite) (σ ( (aggregationlevel= 'Subject') and (title= 'Database') ) (C))) p) Obtain LOs that have their fundaments on LOs that are either covered or comprehended to the data-structure subject.
λ ((cover ∨ comprehends).fundaments) (σ ( (aggregationlevel = 'Subject') and (title = 'Data Structure')) (C))
Figure 8 illustrates part of a conceptual map, highlighting LOs returned as answers to query m: Distributed Databases and Temporal Databases. Observe that although
Database subject fundaments DataWarehouse, the former is not a prerequisite of the latter and so DataWarehouse does not come into the result of query m that requires a conjunction of both relationships. Figure 9 represents the navigation expressed in query n. The answer to the query only includes the OR Databases topic. The OO Databases topic, although traversed during navigation, is discarded, since it is not a product of the last relationship in the path. Selection on path expressions: as presented in Section 3.2.2, restrictions on an input collection are specified through a predicate expression v. The latter may also define a condition on the result of the evaluation of a path expression. The semantics of a selection operation having its predicate expressed on the result of a path expression is as follows: for each source LO i in the input collection, the path expression is followed, eventually producing a set of target LOs. If at least one of the target LOs agrees on predicate v, then LO i is considered valid. As for simple selections, an inner collection is considered valid if all its internal LOs are said to be valid in respect to the restriction predicate. An example of a selection operation on the result of a path expression is presented in query q. Differently from the operation λ, the resulting collection in ϕ includes all the LOs traversed during the recursive path navigation and not only the ones obtained from the navigation of the last relationship in the path. If specified, the n parameter limits the number of iterations; otherwise, the recursion is stopped until no more new LOs can be obtained by reapplying the path expression in q.
The ϕ operator is equivalent to the union of the intermediate results obtained by successively applying the λ operator, as presented below:
In this expression, the constants: K 1 , …, K n-1 , represent the intermediate collections obtained by applying q to the input collection, in each step.
The operation ϕ updates the NSC attribute of LOs in the intermediary collections following the same rules as described for the λ operation.
The following query exemplifies the use of the transitive closure operation (Figure 10 ). r) Obtain the LOs comprehended by the Database subject.
ϕ (comprehend) (σ (aggregationlevel = 'Subject') and (title = 'database') ) (C)) 
Equivalence rules for navigation expressions
In order to optimise an algebraic expression, an important input is the set of equivalence rules. These rules allow an expression e 1 to be transformed into an expression e 2 ensuring equivalent results and possibly lower cost. This section presents some preliminary equivalence relations concerning the navigation operation without proving them:
This section introduced the ROSA data model with particular emphasis on ROSA algebra. In the next section, the query language and query interfaces are discussed.
Querying ROSA
Ad hoc data base queries are directly submitted to ROSA system through the ROSAQL query language. The system also includes a QBE like environment for submitting queries following a user-friendly interface. In Section 4.1 the ROSAQL query language is briefly presented.
The ROSAQL
a) return: specifies the complex resource structure to be produced. Its behaviour is defined by l term, according to the algebra. In the absence of the from clause, a collection C may be specified as a source for the database collection. b) from: specifies the input collections to be computed by the query. A collection is specified by a pair (schema, class) where schema (E) identifies a database and class C is the collection class. A list of n terms in this clause should be followed by n−1 join predicates between the collections. An instance variable v may be defined to iterate over a collection, in which case a selection may restrict the collection elements. c) where: specifies a selection predicate over collections involved in the query. Predicates are either specified over LOs metadata attribute values or over relationship identifications. The user may also write path-expressions to navigate through relationships and define a terminal collection over which a predicate would operate (selection on path expression). d) start: specifies the transitive closure operation. The input collection may be specified in the from clause in conjunction with the where clause or directly in the start clause. The semantic relationship defined to guide the inference must have the transitive property set, unless a dot '.' is specified, in which case an aggregation relationship is assumed. The inference stops when one of the events occurs: no more relationships to follow; no new LOs are obtained; a limit of recursion is achieved. The resulting collection contains LOs obtained from each recursive navigation. The clauses, up and down, indicate the path navigation direction to be followed. A down clause (default) processes relationships from a subject LO to an object LO, whereas an up clause works in the opposite direction.
e) order by: query results may be listed in ascending (default) or descending order, according to a specific LOM attribute. 
Some query examples

ROSA application interfaces
ROSA offers friendly and simple application interfaces. The main purpose is to provide academic users with a minimum environment structure, ensuring them an easy way to deal with their instructional contents. These interfaces encompass not only ROSA simple management functions (such as security and export/import procedures), but also basic functionalities to allow users to create their conceptual maps (logical and physical LOs, relationships, etc.) and domain thesaurus and to access these contents through a browsing interface. ROSA browsing interface enables two sorts of queries: a simple and an advanced one. A simple query does not use a thesaurus to support LOs search. Figure 11 (a) presents the main window to execute LOs search (see the main title at the top: 'Search of Los'). In the first combo box the user chooses the type of LO he/she wants to access. In the example, the option selected is Logical. In the second combo box the user selects the aggregation level he/she wants to access (Program, Course or Topic). If none of them is selected, results will include title in all these levels. In the next combo box a title is required. This content (relational in the example) will serve as a LO filter in the search procedure. Finally, in the last combo box a conceptual map is selected to contextualise the query (IME -Master Computing Systems). Figure 11(b) shows query results containing all the topics stored in ROSA related to 'relational': Relational Calculus, Relational Algebra, etc.
In an advanced query multiple metadata attributes can be selected as a filter in the LO search, which can also benefit of a thesaurus support. The option for advanced search is made from the respective link that appears at the bottom of Figure 11(a) . Then, the user chooses the type of LO he/she wants to select (Logical/Physical), as well as the conceptual map related to this search. Supposing the same options of the previous example have been selected for this search (type of LO and conceptual map), the next window (Figure 12 ) presents the other possibilities for filtering this search, such as: title, last update, idiom, author, etc. (as already mentioned, all these metadata are included in the LOM metadata standard).
Implementation issues
ROSA has been implemented as a semantic query processing system based on ROSA data model (Coutinho, 2004) . The prototype extends the framework QEEF (Ayres et al., 2003 (Ayres et al., , 2005 , designed to support new data processing requirements. This section briefly introduces QEEF and discusses the extensions required to adapt it to ROSA data model. 
Query execution engine framework
The objective of QEEF is to specify a framework that abstracts common aspects of query execution engines that take part in most known implementations, as well as identifying those that depend on specific requirements of a certain application data model. QEEF identifies five main components of a query engine that must be implemented for a new application: logical operators, physical and control operators, tuple data structure and data sources. Logical operators correspond to the implementation of algebraic counterparts; physical operators correspond to data access operations; control operations provide for flow control between operators and data source correspond to data providers. Developers of a new query engine identify the components that need to be implemented or borrowed from other implementations.
The major concern on implementing ROSA using QEEF, was to specify a tuple data structure for representing a LO element and its relationships and the implementation of ROSA algebra logical operators.
ROSA extension in QEEF
This prototype considers an XML representation for the storage of LO and its associations. Basically, a data source collection corresponds to the root of the XML tree, followed by LOM metadata and associations. LOM metadata data is represented in a subtree and each predicate leaving a LO is represented by an element with predicate cardinality represented as attributes. The ids of LOs taking part in a predicate collection are specified as child elements.
A LO tuple
Once an internal representation for objects in the data model has been conceived, it is possible to specify an adequate mapping for a tuple data structure, which is the basis for specifying the implementation of logical operations. As presented in other works (Jagadish et al., 2002) , the representation of XML data into a tuple data structure is considerably more complex than in the relational model. This is mainly due to the variable structure of an XML document, where missing and/or duplicate elements may occur, producing tuples of different formats and sizes.
As a result, this implementation considers the concepts of pattern and witness trees as presented in Jagadish et al. (2002) . Pattern trees are produced from references to data elements in the user query. It can be seen as a function q(d):p, that maps a document d by a query q into a pattern tree p, with the following properties:
• the root element of d is directly mapped into the root element of p
• each reference for a data element in q has its path included in p
• if a reference to an element occurs as part of a final projection, then all the subtree containing the referenced element is also included in p, in the same relative position.
A resulting tree r is produced by mapping the pattern tree p against an input document d. A mapping may produce many r trees, as is the case of LOs with many authors (repeating elements). In this case, each author element occurrence produces a new tuple. Having a model for representing LO tuples, it was possible to conceive an efficient data structure for holding tuples and accessing their values. Our main concern was to have a structure able to ensure direct access to element values, without having to traverse the whole XML hierarchy.
The solution to this problem was to use access patterns defined by user queries as the basis for an efficient design. As an example, if a selection predicate is specified with a LO title attribute (LOM/general/title -LOM attribute hierarchy example), then the corresponding selection operation requires direct access to the title element. As such, the conceived tuple data structure is composed of two parts. The first part uses java MapTree data structure to implement a B + tree based access pattern to nodes in the r tree. The access keys for the MapTree correspond to the ids associated to the r tree nodes traversed in preorder, which can be assigned during the tree construction. Furthermore, a value is associated to each leaf node in the MapTree. For LOM attributes, this corresponds to the respective attribute value, whereas for associations (predicates), this value includes: cardinality attributes and an array with ids of LOs taking part in that collection. Observe that the MapTree provides both direct access to elements according to their ids and a indexed sequential access for retrieving a whole subtree of LOs.
The second data structure offers direct association between a referenced element path and its corresponding id in the MapTree data structure. This is obtained through a java hashtable collection, having access paths as keys and ids in the r tree as objects.
As a result of these two data structures, access to data during logical operation evaluation is standardised even having a variable XML representation of a LO. Access to each element node in the r tree is achieved by first getting its id in the hashtable through the access path and probing the MapTree using the id.
Finally, a tuple stores the content of inner collections (refer to Section 3.1). When a join combines pairs of LOs they are physically store in a java Vector data structure.
Implementing algebra operations
Selection and Projection operations evaluate by matching their attributes and path expressions against data stored in tuples. Projections and Selections over LOM attributes simply access parts of the tree structure that match the attribute list. This operation is facilitated by the tuple structure that stores LOM paths in operation arguments as access keys to data (see Section 5.2.1).
When navigation is required, a special caching mechanism is used, so that the same LO does not have to be reloaded every time it is referenced. It is worthwhile observing that relationships in ROSA are mostly self-referencing, in the sense that both source and target LOs, are of the same collection. Hence, in order to efficiently implement navigation, a caching table indicates if a certain LO, already loaded, has been evaluated by the query, since it might have been loaded as a function of a path expression reference.
Thesaurus support
Since ROSA data model and query language have been presented, we are now able to describe how a query is processed by the system, taking into account the support of a domain thesaurus.
In order to describe this process, consider the query below, followed by its representation in ROSAQL: a) Which LOs does the topic "Query-By-Example" cover? ROSAQL (Q1): Return (IME.LO) v Where v.comprehends.id= 'Query-By-Example'
During execution, the following steps are performed:
Step 1 Q1 is submitted to the system.
Step 2 The plan generator transforms Q1 into a ROSA algebra expression: Π (σ ( (comprehends.id= 'Query-By-Example') (IME.Topic)))
Step 3 The query engine evaluates the plan and returns results to the user. Now suppose the user is not satisfied with the LOs retrieved by Q1 and wants to continue his/her search using a thesaurus support, from which synonymous and ATs can be derived. Figure 13 presents some terms of a thesaurus, designed in the context of the database domain. In ROSA, the user selects a thesaurus to support queries considering a certain conceptual map. The thesaurus is also modelled according to ROSA data model, where its association types are represented through domain specific relationships. The thesaurus is stored in Tamino using the same schema as the one used for storing LOs conceptual maps, allowing queries on thesaurus terms and associations to be processed uniformly within the system.
Step 4 the user chooses a reference term for his search, selected from Q1. This corresponds to rephrasing his initial query with synonymous or ATs, which are associated to the reference term.
Step 5 the new request is received by the query processing module that submits a query to obtain the synonymous and the ATs from the thesaurus. In our example, the reference term 'Query By Example' corresponds to 'QBE', as it is preceded by the association USE (or preferred term) and its AT refers to 'Relational Database', as illustrated in the thesaurus (Figure 13 ).
Step 6 the query rewriting module rewrites Q1 with the terms obtained from the thesaurus search. Hence, Q2: Return (IME.LO)l Where l.comprehends().id= 'QBE' Q2 is transformed into ROSA Algebra and then resubmitted to the system. The same procedure is followed for the ATs.
Step 7 after executing Step 3 the user can still continue filtering his initial query Q1 as previously or by visualising the thesaurus in its systematic representation from a term selected from Q1.
Step 8 the systematic thesaurus is presented to the user, who eventually resubmits the query using one of its terms.
Contextualising conceptual maps
Since the main purpose of ROSA is to provide an environment where academic professionals can build and store their instructional contents, share them among students and colleagues of academic institutions and semantically access them, it became important to invest on ROSA model extension. In fact, in analogy to databases, where users can create different views of a same real world, relationship contextualisation in a conceptual map arouse as an important issue, in order to increase the model semantic expressivity. In this context, TM (Garshol and Moore, 2003) emerged as an interesting approach to express LO maps with a higher level of semantic contextualisation. It is considered as a paradigm to improve information access and content organisation, offering a more intuitive mechanism to construct user's views, as well as providing more flexibility to access and navigate through them.
A map (Topic Map) is organised according to the following structures: topic, which corresponds to the subject domain; occurrence, which defines properties (resource or value) for a topic and association, representing relationships between topics. A topic represents a reified subject, meaning that a subject should be electronically identified before becoming a topic.
The use of TM to represent conceptual maps was exploited in (Fernandez et al., 2005) . In this approach, a logical LO in ROSA is directly expressed as a topic in TM, whereas a ROSA relationship corresponds to an association in TM, which is also declared as a topic. An association is composed of members (also Logical LOs), which play distinct roles in it. A topic has three main characteristics: name, occurrence and role, where the latter acts as an association member. All these characteristics can make use of scopes, whose purpose is to establish a context for a topic, that is, a scope. The possibility of importing many of TM characteristics into ROSA model opened some important advantages: new concepts, such as scopes and roles that allow users the possibility of working with the same conceptual map according to their own applications interests, and hence tracing different views of the same domain; user's ownership over each of these views. This characteristic is particularly important in the e-learning world, where different institutions may want to keep a particular view of a LO base, for example.
An important issue in this work was to attempt preserving the same semantic captured from TM and ROSA model, ensuring interoperability between both approaches (Fernandez, 2004) . Hence, ROSA model has been enriched with the following additional features:
• Roles: represent the function a subject has in an association with its members.
This concept in ROSA means that a LO can have distinct participations or roles in different associations, according to the interpretation an association member can provide. In this case, roles could be used in the context of a query, as additional restrictions predicates on top of relationships, providing more semantic to the relationship.
• Contextualisation in maps and scopes: a scope determines the context of a topic.
A conceptual map in TM may be considered as a view on a knowledge domain, where a set of related LOs defines a user contextualisation. Additionally, a map represents not only the contextual aspect, but it also ensures the maintainability of LOs and their associations, since they can only be modified in the map where they have been created, by its responsible user. Thus, whenever a user wants to use a LO of another map, it is necessary to define it in his context, in which case only the LO is considered. It means that the reuse of a LO does not take into account the associations it has in its original map. Figure 14 illustrates the use of these features. It contains maps: DE/9 and DI. Suppose the user of DE/9 map wants to add different collections to LO 3 , depending on the original Program. In this example, LO 3 covers the collection LO 4 , LO 5 and LO 7 that is used by the Master Program LO 1 , as well as its aggregated collection LO 4 , LO 5 and LO 6 used by the Undergraduate Program LO 2 . The qualified scopes Master (M) and Undergraduate (G) are used to identify these scopes. Hence, taking the scope defined by DE/9-G, a conceptual map is formed by following all the edges associated by the tag 'DE/9,G', such as illustrated in Figure 14 . Another issue concerning the use of scopes and also treated in the system is the reuse of LOs. It can be applied independently of the map and of the role it has in the association (as subject or object). In this context, two examples can be illustrated in this figure:
• LO 9 and LO 10 in DI map, which are associated with LO 11 by the predicate fundaments, are reused by defining them in the scope of DE/9 map
• LO 12 , which is defined within DI map, is reused through scope qualification by DE/9 map. Notice that a LO can be reused even if it is not associated to any other LO. 
Related work
Research on algebra languages has been very intense since Codd (Codd, 1970) presented the relational algebra. The majority of the algebras proposed since then has adapted the basic relational operators set to new data models, in addition to proposing new operators to deal with special aspects of the data model.
Research on e-learning data models is still in its infancy and to the best of our knowledge, no previous work has proposed a complete algebra for query languages in this domain. A very interesting project, however, is EDUTELLA (Nejdl et al., 2002) . Edutella is a RDF infra-structure for P2P-networks aiming at supporting educational resources sharing between institutions. Resources and their relationships are represented through a data model, based on the Datalog non-procedural query language. It expresses a RDF model as logical predicates in DataLog, which forms a knowledge base. Queries and results are expressed in accordance to the Datalog data model. When compared to ROSA, EDUTELLA is built with the intention of integrating peers collections of educational material following a metadata standard, such as IEEE LOM. Its data model reflects a more generic view of LOs associations, whereas in ROSA, our intention is to conceive a data model that will give support to a flexible and meaningful LO conceptual model. In addition, ROSA data model is built on the established success of relational and object-oriented data models.
With respect to works on algebras for the Semantic Web, RAL is an algebra for querying resources described through RDF (Francincar et al., 2002) . RAL models RDF as a finite set of triples composed of resources associated through properties, which form a directed-labelled graph. The model integrates RDF and RDFS definitions. Nodes in the graph are either resources or literals, both labelled by unique identifiers. The algebra operators receive a collection of nodes and process them with adapted relational operators, which include: projection, selection, cartesian product, join, union, difference, intersection and loop operators that iterate over collection nodes. The operations navigate through the RDF graph nodes using uniformly the projection operation to access object values from resources, playing the role of subjects in triples.
ROSA data model differs from RAL in many aspects. Firstly, the model accepts attribute definition for LOM metadata attributes, whose literal values are not identifiable. In addition, although conceptually forming triples, the data model represents relationships as one-to-many associations that take part in the LO structure. Moreover, associations in ROSA may be restricted by maximum and minimum cardinality definitions and properties qualify associations as reflexive, symmetric and transitive. These aspects extend RDF data model towards a more semantic model. In the context of the algebra, ROSA includes path expressions and transitive closure operations that provide inferences on the intentional data model. Another important contribution in our work concerns the query processing supported by a domain thesaurus, not contemplated in other similar works.
Conclusion
Nowadays, Distance Education (DE) is a rapidly expanding mode of education. Many courses traditionally taught in a classroom environment by a teacher, are now being transformed into an electronic sibling, in order to be adapted to this new education methodology. LOs have been used as a promising solution to develop standard infrastructures enabling tutors to create and organise their didactic material. This paper presented the ROSA project that offers users a conceptual view of e-learning courses. The system is based on a LO data model and includes an algebra to support querying LOs and navigating through a conceptual map. A collection of LOs is the main processing unit in the model, in which LOs are described according to IEEE LOM metadata attributes and LO relationships. The data model extends RDF data model by: simplifying the representation of attributes, easing query formulation; considering relationship equivalence properties, implicitly used during query evaluation; modelling relationships as n-ary ordered collections and restricting LO access in a collection through maximum and minimum cardinalities.
User interrogates the system by directly submitting queries expressed in ROSAQL or using a browsing or search facility.
An interesting extension of ROSA has included contextualisation of conceptual maps, permitting sharing the repository within different user's perspectives.
A first prototype of ROSA has been implemented using Tamino native XML DBMS Tamino 4.0 (2004) as a repository of ROSA objects according to ROSA data model . The current prototype interfaces with Tamino by submitting direct XQuery queries. A domain thesaurus supports user queries, guided by user interaction. The QEEF was extended to support ROSA algebra and data structures (Coutinho, 2004) .
Since then other interesting investigations have also been done. We have used a programming logic approach in ROSA model to support inferences and analysis on the database schema (Handrick, 2005) , as well as used TM to represent conceptual maps, which made it possible to increase expressiveness, due to the addition of some new semantic relationships (Fernandez et al., 2005) .
However, there is still a vast spectrum of research issues to be addressed in the near future. Equivalence rules and heuristics must be conceived in order to enable queries optimisation. This will serve as basis for better implementing the plan generation module and the mapping between ROSA algebra expressions and the Tamino XQuery query language, providing a flexible and efficient query-processing component. We are now working on ROSA P2P version, allowing queries to be submitted from any peer in the ROSA network system, processed according to specific strategies (Brito and Moura, 2005) , collected and integrated with the final results. This capability will allow ROSA to be used integrated to other academic institutions, as a flexible repository of LOs. Additionally, we are now working on OWL to represent ROSA model. The purpose is to investigate the use of specific rule languages such as SWRL (Horrocks et al., 2005) and WRL (2005) to provide rule specification and reasoning over ROSA database.
